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BICYCLE NETWORK
FOREWARD
This document was created using the resource
packs which were processed by the City of Martin,
in cooperation with the Trendy Travel project. It
consists of the following three studies:
1. The study on the Cycling Routes Network,
2. Industrial zones and their connection to the
Cycling Network in Martin,
3. Improvement of the city’s cycle routes – study
of project design.
These three brochures focus on problems
concerning the city’s cycling network and are
available in Slovak language. The more general
parts of these three brochures have been
summarized and are described below.

1. PRINCIPLES OF THE
CYCLING NETWORK
DESIGN
A network of cycle routes consists of
interconnected cycle paths, cycle lanes and
junctions/crossroads, which are designed to serve
the cyclist’s needs. Functionality of the cycling
network depends on the provision of direct and
safe connection from start to finish. This case will
concern the cycling network in the bordering
areas. A functional cycling network should be
easy to grasp and understand so that the cyclist
can create a mental map of the areas. This allows
for an easy orientation within the comprehensive
network of cycling routes. Speed and safety can
be maximised ensuring that only a small amount
of alternate routes/bypasses may be used.
During the design stage and the subsequent
implementation of the project it is necessary to
follow principal requirements: direct connection,
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accessibility, safety, high quality of realization/
implementation, environmental attractiveness
and easy maintainability.

1.1. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
THE CYCLING NETWORK DESIGN
1.1.1. Direct connection
A suitably designed cycling infrastructure should
offer a cyclist the most direct possible route to
the destination with a minimum need to use
alternate routes/bypasses. The majority of cyclists
consider the use of a bicycle an advantage due to
its flexibility. But this is only the case if one is not
dependent on cycling routes where on must use
various types of busy roads.
An increase in safety does not necessarily
encourage a cyclist to use the designated alternate
route, e.g. a bypass which increases the distance
and time needed to reach the cyclist’s destination.
Surveys have shown that the majority of cyclists
prefer to use more dangerous and busier road
sections, if these offer more direct and speedier
connection to the destination if the alternate
route is safer but longer and slower. Many people
would only consider using a bicycle in a situation
where it is quicker than taking the car.

1.1.2. Fluency of Cycling Transport
A cycling network forms a coherent entity, which
connects all starting points and destinations so
cyclists can travel virtually to any place within
a city. The type and structure of such a network
depends on what is possible in the road network,
environment, ownership and administrator’s
relations, safety etc. Cycle routes, which further
the fluency of cycling transport do not continue
across traffic lights or are interrupted because of
roadworks or building sites.

In the case that city centres struggle with
problems concerning the parking of cars and
one-way streets even car drivers often choose to
use a bicycle, if it is faster. Therefore, saving time
is very important and can influence people to
change their means of transportation. In other
words, some of the cyclists will not use a new
and comfortable cycle route if it does not offer a
more direct of speedier connection to the cyclist’s
destination. This rule is only valid for the typical
adult cyclist. Children and elderly people tend to
prefer safer routes.
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1.1.3. Safety of Cycling Transport

of the most effective measures to increase the
cyclists’ safety is the introduction of a speed limit
of 30 km/h. With a well enforced speed restriction
like that it is not even necessary to have separate
cycle lanes. All cyclists just also try to increase
their safety individually. There are several
methods with which a cyclist can increase his/her
safety – especially in the evening – by using well
maintained bicycle lights.

A well designed cycling network is separated
from main roads (roads with a speed limit of 50
km/h or more) and allows for clear and permanent
visibility between motorists and cyclists with
easy and clearly arranged junctions/crossroads.
In road traffic, cyclists are the most endangered
subjects due to the speed differences and the
cyclists’ vulnerability. If a car and a cyclist were
to collide the cyclist would be at a devastating
disadvantage. However the creators of the cycle
lanes can influence the safety of the road traffic
through clever positioning of cycle routes or
by re-directing the cyclists to less busy roads,
to partially allow one-way traffic (cyclists/twoway, motorists/one-way) to apply measures for
reducing the traffic, to ensure safe passing over
junctions/crossroads. Parking cars, vegetation,
barriers on the road, blind curves/turns and noise
barriers and so on, reduce the cyclist’s visibility.
In such cases it is necessary to call the motorists’
attention to cyclists by using road signs. One

1.1.4. Quality of implementation and
the Environment Attractiveness
The quality of implementation and environmental
attractiveness – quality of the pavement surface
has a significant effect on its usage. Cracked
surfaces, holes, rifts, crowned tree roots are
unpleasant for cyclists. On the other hand it does
not necessarily mean that the route is useless, it
reduces the speed of the ride and makes it less
enjoyable. It also increases risk of an accident.
All theses factors can be demotivating for
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cyclists. Just like all other roads, cycle lanes need
regular maintenance, only then they can provide
comfortable and enjoyable rides for the users.
The attractiveness of the cycle lane depends on
the surrounding environment’s aesthetics.
The more attractive the surrounding environment
is, the bigger the chance that the cycle route
will be successful and will be used for daily
transportation. For this reason the route should (if
possible) lead along rivers, cross green zones and
parks. The environmental attractiveness is linked
with a feeling of social safety and homeliness.
Sufficient lighting is also very important. People
tend to avoid routes with bad visibility e.g.
tunnels, underpasses, places with little human
activity (under-inhabited or under populated
areas) and areas with a bad reputation, e.g. near
night clubs, abandoned factories, halls.
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1.1.5. Mutual Tolerance of the
Transport Participants
Quality of cycling transportation and also its
safety can be partially influenced by the mutual
tolerance between cyclists, pedestrians and
motorists. The co-existence all these means of
transport can cause many difficult situations,
because of mutual intolerance of the transport
participants. It is not always the motorists fault;
however, cyclists and pedestrians are often the
victims when it comes to traffic accidents. A
suitable education to promote understanding
between cyclists, pedestrians and motorists
should not only be part of the study plans for
primary schools, but also various cultural and
social institutions should focus on it. For example
in the City of Martin, one of the restrictions
relating to the historical city centre is the road
sign “No way through on bicycle”. Every cyclist
entering the pedestrian zone must push the
bike through this zone. Whilst designing the
pedestrian zone in Martin we considered the
possibility of allowing cyclists to enter the
pedestrian zone freely, but the pedestrians
were still be prioritized. Unfortunately the
unacceptable behaviour of some cyclists towards
pedestrians within the pedestrian zone caused
us to replace the rule with the road sign: “No
Entry”. Because of experiences from other Slovak
municipalities (e.g. Košice) we did not propose
any separate cycling lanes within the pedestrian
zone. In Košice cyclists as well as pedestrians did
not respect the separation. However, it is worth
noting that there are many other cities in Europe
where cyclists and pedestrians coexist without
problems, e.g. Ferrara, Bolzano, Graz and many
others and that it is a matter of measures and
enforcement at the beginning of the introduction
of such zones. These examples prove the fact that
quality and safety of cycling transportation do
not solely depend on relation bicycle-car, but
also the cyclists attitude towards pedestrians
(and vice versa) plays an important role. This is
another reason why it is important to educate
users in all types of communication and how to be

tolerant, understanding and friendly. In the scope
of the Trendy Travel project we also deliberately
concentrated on cooperation with kindergartens
and primary schools concerning the transport
education and to teach pedestrians and cyclists
how to behave in road traffic.
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2. PRIMARY PARAMETERS
FOR THE CYCLING
NETWORK PROCESSING

1.2. POSSIBLE HIERARCHY OF CYCLING
ROUTES WITHIN THE CYCLING
NETWORK IN THE CITY
1.2.1. Prima – Primary axle
• main transport cycle lanes of citywide
importance
• top quality realization, if situation allows to
provide a segregation of cyclists and motorists
• primary axis are a direct connection between
source and destination points of cycle traffic

For the application of the design elements
for cycle lanes it is necessary to include some
basic criteria: a direct connection, fluency,
safety, quality of realization/implementation,
environmental attractiveness and uncompli
cated maintenance.

1.2.2. Secunda – Secundary axle

These criteria can be implemented by following
these principles:

• main recreational cycle lanes of city and
regional importance
• top quality realization in regard to the priority
of the tourism development within the city,
implementation as per accessibility for all
possible users including wheelchair users,
multi-function use of corridors

• The road surface must be well maintained
• Precise keeping of the road surface
heterogeneousness (road markings)
• Suitable special configuration,
• Possibility of good visibility, especially on
junctions/crossroads and curves/turns
• Routes should lead across environmentally
attractive and socially safe environment
• Elevation, maintenance and bypasses
should be kept at a minimum so they do not
negatively influence the use of the cycle lane.

1.2.3. Tercia – Tertiary axle
• All other connections for cycle transport within
the city part-district

Basically, there are 3 main types of cycle lanes:
• Single separated cycle paths
• Cycling lines and tracks with a physical
separation
• Cycling lines and tracks with visual separation
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2.1. TYPES OF CYCLING ROUTES
2.1.1. Shared Road use – Cyclists –
Motorists
In some cases (when traffic reaches speeds up to 40
km/h and intensity of motorized vehicles reaches
a maximum of up to 4.000/24 hours) so called
combined/mixed transport is recommended.
In this type of transport the cyclists move in the
same direction as the motorized traffic without
cycling lanes, which allow the cyclists to pass
over junctions/crossroads, or elements slowing
the traffic down. In residential zones, e.g. the so
called zone 30, the speed of traffic stays low, as
does the amount of motorized transport that
occurs. The segregation of cyclists on roads with a
large number of junctions is closely related to an
increased accident rate. Cycling lanes on streets
such as these are not necessary, if the street was
designed to slow down traffic.
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2.1.2. Shared road use – Cyclists –
Pedestrians
A set-up in which pedestrians and cyclist share
one pavement is only recommended if there is
a lack of space to use another set-up. If there is
a lane with parked cars it is a good solution to
transform the parking lane into a cycling lane. If
there is no other alternative one principle is valid:
cyclists must pay respect to pedestrians, for they
are far more vulnerable. Whist designing such a
traffic set-up one must ask oneself the following
question: how much will this route be used by
cyclists and pedestrians, and we must consider all
the pros and cons.
• A set-up where cyclists and pedestrians
move next to each other without any type of
separation has an advantage. Both groups
are free to move. An idea to minimise the
possibility of an accident and to assure that the
cyclists pay attention to the pedestrians would
be to use signs like “Cyclists slow down”
• A set-up where cyclists and pedestrians
move next to each other with a separation in
between them also has an advantage. Less
interference occurs between them and it also
lowers the numbers of accidents that occur. A
disadvantage is that pedestrians and cyclists
must respect each as equals; this depends on
the cyclist’s behaviour and their habits.
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2.2. TYPES OF CYCLE LINES
2.2.1. Cycling Lines
When reaching speeds up to 50 km/h and
with a high average intensity of motorized
traffic (reaching up to 8.000 cars/24 hours), the
implementation of cycling lanes seems to be
a good solution. Cycling lanes are cheap and
convenient, especially for experienced cyclists.
Cycling lanes are recommended for all roads in
an urban area similarly to the cycle paths, when
cyclists are forced to cross junctions the risk of
injury increases. The cycle lanes are separated
from the other transport areas by a coloured
line merely allowing the cyclists to see the lanes.
Parking on the cycling lanes is not allowed,
however, it often occurs that motorists do not
respect this rule.

2.2.2. Single Cycle Path
Single cycling paths significantly increase
the safety of cyclists. Therefore, an efficient
enforcement of parking but also for speed
control is necessary. If the police have not enough
resources the municipality could contribute with
staff to support the police. A good example for a
solution like this is the City of Graz.
Cycling paths can be one-way (situated along busy
lanes which have higher traffic speeds), or two-way,
which are located outside of the main transport
area. The danger created by the reduced visibility
due to parked cars is minimized. On cycle paths
which are located on motorist lanes/junctions/
crossroads, the cars parking (which are closer
than 20 meters away from the junction/crossroad)
reduce visibility and it can cause accidents. In
accordance with a new regulation, this distance
must be larger than 5 metres. Single cycling paths
lose their advantage if they cross roads with “give
Way” signs. On the other hand, cycle paths are
very effective and functional at traffic lights and
junctions with service roads, which are equipped
with speed restrictions infrastructure.
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2.2.3. Cycle Path with Separated Edge
within the Main Transport Area

2.3. JUNCTIONS / CROSSROADS

A cycle path with a separation within the main
transport area offers a bigger comfort for cyclists
and increases the feeling of safety, especially on
the roads where traffic speeds reach up to 50
km/h and over. However, considering the safety
of the cyclists the separation of cycle paths by
using a separating line is not recommended for
junctions/crossroads of traffic light crossings.
If the separating line includes vegetation, the
cyclists comfort and feeling of safety increases.
Vegetation on junctions and crossings cannot
exceed the height of 1,5 metres, otherwise it
becomes a barrier which restricts visibility and
reduces safety.

2.3.1. Cycling Crossings
Cycling crossings are established especially on
junctions/crossroads where it is necessary to solve
and limit possible conflicts between cyclists and
motorists. Besides the basic requirement to make
the overall transport situation at the junction
easier to oversee, the cycling crossings (dividing
cyclists and motorists) increase the cyclists
feeling of safety. Using signposting and colour
differentiation for cyclists on the junction reduces
the number of collisions between motorists and
cyclists by 36% and serious transport accidents
with major injuries (especially in the case when
cars turn left) by 56%.

Crossing of cycle route and motor road within
an interruped central Island.
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2.3.2. Traffic Lights Crossroads
To avoid an increased amount of cyclist’s
movement in a junction/crossroad, in many
countries in Europe so-called advanced stop lines
are used which consist of a marked accessible line
and a reserved area, which is situated in front of
the place of configuration for other transport and
allows cyclists to be the first at the green light.
Such a solution is not only suitable for cyclists, but
can also be used for motorists, because it allows
drivers to be fully aware of the cyclists’ presence
and helps to avoid accidents or mishaps.

Several variants of cyclists` crossin over the
traffic lights crossroad with help of so called
advanced stop-line.
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2.3.3. Junctions/Crossroads with “Give
Way”

2.3.4. Roundabouts

Cycle paths and cycling lanes should if possible
cross over crossroads with a lesser transport
intensity. A certain exception is a situation in
which the cycle path is diverted from the junction
via a side road (by-road) which slows down the
traffic’s speed. This design is proposed when
a main road is very busy and drivers coming
from the side are close to the nearest road line
on the right. In such a case the construction of
something to slow down the traffic is necessary
for the cyclist’s safety. On the main crossroads
which interrupt the cycle path and continue by
crossing the cycling lane, it is possible to equip
them with a horizontal sign and the symbol of a
bicycle.

Establishment of cycling lanes on roundabouts
(circular junctions) in cities with roads with
an average speed from 30 to 50 km/h are not
recommended, because they can be misused
by motorists to increase crossing speeds
which significantly reduces safety of all traffic
participants, especially cyclists. The passing of
cyclists over such crossroads is most dangerous
for cyclists if there is no separate cycling lane. The
average size/diameter of the central island should
not exceed 10 metres. Sometimes however it is
necessary to make the central island 15–20 in
diameter. It becomes critical when more than
8.000 cars use the roundabout per day. In this
case a larger roundabout would be necessary and
a cycling lane would be a safe solution.

Crossing of an adjacent single cycle path with a
side road (by-road).

Example of roundabouts with a separately
adjacent cycling line.
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2.3.5. Fly-Over Crossing
Fly-over crossings are used when the cycle
route comes into contact with a natural barrier
(e.g. river, yardang), a fast highway, or a railway.
The number of transport accidents is directly
proportional to the motorists speed. When traffic
reaches speeds of 50 km/h and over, cyclists are
not longer able to judge the speed and estimate
limits in the transport flow. The Slovak road traffic
regulations list that fly-over crossings, for nonmotorized traffic participants, are only built if the
traffic reaches speeds higher than 70 km/h; the
number of vehicles that use the crossing is higher
than 2.500 vehicles per hour and the number of
non-motorists is higher than 2.000/hour.
There are basically 4 types of fly-over crossings
for cyclists:
• Tunnels
• Underpasses
• Bridges
• bridge-over
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3. ADDITIONAL CYCLING
FACILITIES
3.1. BICYCLE PARKING
Good parking possibilities for bicycles in key
public and private areas are an important
element in bicycle networks which influence
people to select bicycles as their transport means.
When closing a location for bike parking spaces
it is important to place it near to a common
destination and to define the parameters of the
parking facility so it corresponds with the cyclists
requirements. The technical parameters must
be adjusted accordingly to the time of the bike
parking – short-time parting (up to 2 hours) has
different requirements than long-time parking
(longer than 2 hours). During long-time parking
(at work, school, train station) it is also necessary
to consider the construction of weather protected
parking places and those protected against theft
of bikes. Whilst choosing a location for parking
places one must not only consider bikes parked
on the existing racks, but also the bikes which
leaning nest to them. Very often we face the
situation that the existing racks are empty and
people leave their bikes parked outside. This is a
sign that the racks either have not been placed
correctly or are the wrong types.
Important places where parking spaces for
bicycles need to be located are:
•
•
•
•

Workplaces
Educational institutions
Stations and bigger bus/coach stops
Centre of the city – Commercial centres – if an
accessible distance
• Cultural and sport establishments, stadiums
• Suburban recreational areas.
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It is very important to design parking for bicycles
in urban areas. Large and densely populated
residential zones represent a serious problem
due to high theft rates and vandalism that occurs
there. Within blocks of apartment buildings
there exists the possibility to place bikes in the
basement area, where they are protected against
the weather. However, this is only possible if all
inhabitants concur. For that reason one should
consider roofed bike parking spaces situated
next to residential buildings, which can be used
by inhabitants as well as visitors. The bicycles
parked in residential areas are often parked for a
long time (usually over night). If the district is not
safe (e.g. lots of vandalism/theft), it is necessary
to increase the security e.g. by installing a camera
system.
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